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1 Introduction

The following is a summary report on the sociolinguistic survey of the Sehwi language.

2 Background Information for Sehwi Area

2.1 Map and description of the area

The Sehwi area occupies the northernmost part of the Western Region of Ghana. Its
northern boundary is restricted by the southern boundaries of the Brong Ahafo and the
Ashanti Regions respectively. Towards the east, the Sehwi area is bounded by the
western boundary of the Central Region that stretches approximately between latitudes
6º13' and 6º20'. The southern boundary of the Sehwi area extends from the Ghana -
Côte d'lvoire border (approximately along the 6º00' latitude), and cuts inland along the
eastern tributary of the Tano, the Subraw, and then stretches eastwards towards the
vicinity of the Ankobra. The Ghana-Côte d'lvoire boundary (between approximately
latitudes 5º58' and 7º00') forms the western boundary.

Two main varieties of the Sehwi language are reported to be spoken in  the area.
However, the two are considered the same language by the speakers of each variety
since they have no problems with the understanding of each other’s variety.
The Anhwiaso variety is spoken in the extreme east of the area, that is, east of the River
Subraw in towns like: Sehwi Anhwiaso, Sehwi Bekwai, and Asawinso. The Wiawso
variety, which is the major variety in use, is spoken in the wider area westwards of the
River Subraw.
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         = Towns with almost only Sehwi speakers (Wiawso area)
——  = Towns with almost only Sehwi speakers (Anhwiaso area)
         = Towns with mixed population
w —— z  = Boundary between Sehwi Wiawso and Anhwiaso varieties.
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2.2 Population

“The 1984 Population Census of Ghana—Special Report on Localities by Local
Authorities” (Boateng 1984:13) gave 267,236 as the population of the Juabeso-Bia,
Wiawso, and Bibiani-Bekwai local councils. Currently the Sehwi area can be estimated
at about 353,000 people based on the population growth rate of about 3.2%.

2.3 Language situation

2.3.1 Language classification

Sehwi is classified as one of the Kwa languages (Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu 1988). It
is a Northern Bia language in the Central Comoé or Tano subgroup. The Sehwi people
refer to their language as “Esahie”.

2.3.2 Dialect varieties

The results from the Com-Qst and Idv-Qst reveal that the Sehwi people distinguish
between two varieties (Sehwi Wiawso and Sehwi Anhwiaso). The main differences
between the two varieties consist of vocabulary and phonological items without causing
any semantic problems. Thus both varieties are regarded as being the same language.
All (48/48) of the subjects expressed that pure Sehwi is spoken in Wiawso area.

2.4 Church and mission activity

According to Mr. T. Y. Enin, Christianity reached the Sehwi area in the early twenties of
this century. The Anglican church, then known as the English Church Mission, was the
first to arrive. It established a station at Bodi. The Roman Catholics followed. The
Methodist Church established the Western Frontier Mission with headquarters at Sehwi
Bekwai.

Today there are many different Christian denominations in the various Sehwi
communities.

The first school in the Sehwi area was opened at Wiawso in 1915 by the colonial
government. The English Church Mission later started at Bodi with a primary school and
opened others at Akontombra, Amoaya, Asempaneye, Benkyema, and other villages.
The Roman Catholic Mission established schools at Asafo, Bibiani, Anhwiaso, later
spreading to several other places. The Methodists started schools at Bekwai, Bibiani,
Aferi, Adwoafua, and Essen and expanded to other centres. These early schools were
attached to the various churches and catered mainly to the children of their members.
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2.5 Scripture in use

Twi and in some cases Fante and English Bibles are used by the churches.

2.6 Level of education

According to Mr. Sam Bosontwi-Mensah, Acting Assistant Director of Education, Sehwi
Wiawso, the first school, was established in Wiawso in 1915 as mentioned before and
the first secondary school in 1960. The first training college was established in 1961—
Wiawso Training College.

However, women's education level is lower than that of their male counterparts. There
are as many girls as boys in the Basic Education Schools, but the second cycle
institutions record lower percentages as compared with the first cycle institutions. He
expressed doubt about the existence of Sehwi women who have been to University.

Mr. Enin reported that most women drop out of school after P2 with the general notion
that their place is not only in the kitchen but also to marry and reproduce. Those who go
higher drop out at the second cycle level.

There are few Sehwi men at the universities. Many aim at completing secondary school
form 5 and go to work since they do not see the value of education. Besides, a lack of
Sixth Form schools in the district/area does not encourage them to go to sixth form and
proceed to the university.

2.7 History of migration

According to tradition, as reported by Mr. T. Y. Enin, the Sehwi people lived with other
tribes of the Akan group in a hilly country beyond a great river (probably the Niger) near
the two great cities of Timbuctu and Kong.

Two reasons for migrating south: 1. Famine caused by constant slave raids and tribal
wars 2. Scarcity of good farmland.

First main settlement. Traveling with the other Akan group they reached Takyiman
where they settled for some time. They could understand Akan but spoke a language
similar to the language spoken by the Chokosi of Northern Ghana, probably a splinter
Sehwi group.

Second settlement. The Sehwi people wanted a permanent place to settle. Competition
for land, food, etc., was very severe at Takyiman owing to a seasonal influx of
immigrants; and so under their leader Kwakye Dapaa, they moved further south and
settled at Afiena, at present in the Wassa Amenfi Traditional Area. Having discovered
later that others had already settled on part of the land, they decided to move away.
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Third settlement. They struck west and settled at a place called Asaman. Still not
satisfied, they proceeded to establish Enuwomaso under Afum Kokroko, who is
considered the true founder of the Sehwi Estate. The people now of Sehwi Bekwai who
had been left behind at Takyiman later joined Afum Kokroko's people at Enuwomaso.
But after what is known as the “Gamblers’ War” caused by the young courtiers of both
sides, the Bekwai people were expelled from Enuwomaso.

2.8 Presence of other ethnic groups

Every tribe in Ghana may be found in the Sehwi area. However, with the exception of
the Sehwi, there seem to be more Akan people than any other tribal people.

3 Past Work in Sehwi

3.1 Linguistic analysis

There seems to be no known  linguistic work on Sehwi. However, there are materials in
the Anyi (Sanvi) dialect in Ivory Coast which forms a dialect cluster with Sehwi
(Dolphyne 1988).

3.2 Sociolinguistic surveys

In Jan./Feb. 1985, a brief survey of the Western Region including Sehwi and Ahanta
was conducted by Dr. Ring (Davies 1988:4). He recommended translation work in
Ahanta and further survey in Sehwi.

3.3 Other materials in Sehwi

Mr. T. Y. Enin provided samples showing he has translated into Sehwi:
• New Testament.
• Set of primary school readers (unpublished)
• Sehwi Dictionary (unpublished)
• Spelling Book (unpublished)

4 Survey Methodology

Types of data:
• Word lists
• Sociolinguistic questionnaires (community, individual, and church questionnaires)
• Informal conversations/interviews
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4.1 Word lists

Two hundred words were collected at Sehwi Wiawso. The purpose was to “determine
the degree of linguistic similarity among the geographically distributed communities”
(Blair 1990:21). In this case the similarity between Sehwi and other varieties such as
Ahanta, Nzema, Jwira, Pepisa, and Sanvi in Ivory Coast was in focus.

4.2 Sociolinguistic questionnaires

4.2.1 Community questionnaire

The purpose of the community questionnaire is to obtain the views of native speakers
as to the geographical extent of the language and the existence of varieties of their
speech form. This was administered in Sehwi Wiawso and Debiso.

4.2.2 Individual questionnaire

The purpose of the individual questionnaire (Idv-Qst) was to determine:
• Which speech forms an individual speaks or understands and an estimated level

of proficiency,
• Which speech forms are used with various interlocutors in different social

situations, and
• What attitudes exist toward speaking and understanding speech forms spoken in

the area and toward literacy in these varieties and in the vernacular.

MUO NSI DEB JUA KES Total

MY 3 3 3 3 2 14
MO 2 2 3 1 2 10
FY 3 3 3 3 2 14
FO 2 2 2 2 2 10

Total 10 10 11 9 8 48

MUO=Muoho; NSI=Nsinsim; DEB=Debiso; JUA=Juabeso; KES=Kessekrom

Figure 1. Participants in the Individual Questionnaire.
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4.2.3 Church questionnaire

The purpose of the church questionnaire was firstly to determine which speech forms
are used in the church context. Secondly, to know the attitudes of church leaders and
their congregations towards the speech forms used in the church context versus the
local language. This was administered in Kessekrom (KES), Juabeso (JUA), Nsinsim
(NSI), Debiso (DEB), Muoho (MUO), and Wiawso in twenty-one churches.

4.3 Factors for the selection of subjects and testing points

Testing points were selected based on whether they were in the north, central, or south
and also whether they were mixed villages, small or larger. Concerning subject
selection, gender, age (15–25 for younger, 30–45 for older), education (educated/non-
educated), religion, and their traveling patterns were taken into consideration.

5 Research Questions

The key issues of the survey to be addressed were:
(a) Is there a definite need for language development, particularly Scripture translation,

in Sehwi?
(b) If there is a definite need, is there one variety of Sehwi which should be used as the

reference dialect?
(c) What type of program should be instituted?

In order to answer these questions several issues must be examined:

Level of multilingualism: What is the level of proficiency in Twi in the Sehwi speech
community?

Level of intelligibility: What is the level of intelligibility between Sehwi and Sanvi (where
translations already exist)?

Language usage: What is the current use of Sehwi, Fante, Twi, and English in spoken
and written form?

Language vitality: If there is a high level of proficiency in Fante or Twi, is there any
evidence of language shift and replacement toward any of the aforementioned
languages?

Language attitudes: What is the attitude of the speakers of Sehwi toward their own
speech form versus Fante, versus Twi, and versus Sanvi in a spoken and written form?

• Are the speakers of Sehwi interested in having their own speech form developed?
• Is there one variety which they would prefer as the written form?
• Are they interested in having the Scriptures in Sehwi/Sanvi?
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• Would they use the translation in their own speech form (over the Fante/Twi
translations)?

• What is the attitude of the church leaders toward using Sehwi vs. Fante/Twi vs.
Sanvi in the church domain?

Literacy: Is Sehwi being used informally in written form?
• To what extent is Fante, Twi, and/or English being used in reading and writing?
• The issues of level of multilingualism, intelligibility, literacy, language usage,

language attitudes, and language vitality are pertinent to the question of whether
or not Sehwi should be developed.

• The issues of literacy and language attitudes are pertinent to the question of
which variety should be used as a reference dialect.

5.1 Results

5.1.1 Level of intelligibility: Linguistic relationship between Sehwi and Sanvi

Assumed cognate groupings: eighty-four percent (variance + 3.3)

(a) Reported speaking and comprehension of Sanvi

Idv-Qst. (2.3) Which languages do you speak?
Idv-Qst. (2.4) Which languages do you understand without speaking them?

Speak Sanvi? If no, understand Sanvi?
Yes           No Yes           No

MY   5              9/14  8                1
MO   3              7/10  7                0
FY   3            11/14  9                -
FO   3              7/10  5                2

Total 14            34/48 29               3

          Figure 2. Reported ability to speak and understand Sanvi.
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Idv-Qst. (3.4) At which age can a little child understand a speaker from…?

2–5 years 6–10 years >10 years

MY (8)  5 3
MO (8)  4 2 2
FY (7)  6 1
FO (7)  4 2 1

Total 19 5 6

Figure 3. Reported ages at which children are able to understand Sanvi.

From the community questionnaire, the chief of Juabeso and the paramount chief in
Wiawso reported that Sanvi and Sehwi are similar. The paramount chief in Wiawso
reported that when “the Sanvi people send their elders here and they speak we
understand them. When we also send our elders there and they speak Sehwi, they also
understand.” He stated that a child understands Sanvi immediately he starts to talk. The
elders in Wiawso said, “It is like Ga and Adangbe.” Four other chiefs said Sanvi and
Sehwi are different in vocabulary. They do not understand all that they say. The chief of
Nsinsim said a child of about twelve years may understand them somehow.

Idv-Qst. (3.2)

• 28/45 subjects report using Sehwi with Sanvi speakers.
• 9/45 report using Sanvi with Sanvi speakers.
• 6/45 said they use Twi for better communication.
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5.1.2 Level of multilingualism

5.1.2.1 Twi

5.1.2.1.1 Reported proficiency

Reported general speaking ability

Speak Twi? If no, understand Twi?
Yes           No Yes           No

MY 14               0/14
MO 10               0/10
FY 14               0/14
FO 10               0/10

Total 100% 48               0/48

            Figure 4. Reported ability to speak and understand Twi.

• 48/48 (100%) of the subjects report ability to speak Twi.
• 42/47 (89%) said they speak Twi the best.
• 1MY, 1MO, 1FY report speaking Aowin the best.
• 1MY, 1FY report speaking English the best.

The ability to speak Twi here seems not to depend on whether one has studied it in
school or not.

(2.9)   46/47 (98%) said they can narrate in Twi at a law court all events they have
witnessed. One FY responded negatively.

(2.10)  46/48 (96%) said they would be able to settle a dispute between two people in
Twi. 2FY responded negatively.

(2.11)  4/45 (9%), 1MO, 3FY said they often find it difficult to find the right words to
express their thoughts in Twi.

If children speak Twi at the age of 2–6 as reported here, then Twi is acquired as the
second L1 in the Sehwi community and is not learned as L2.

5.1.2.1.2 Reported comprehension (Idv-Qst)

(2.7) Overheard arguments 46/47 (98%)
(2.8) Broadcasting in Twi 43/44 (98%)
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A majority of the subjects 31/43 (72%) report comprehension of Twi by children at the
age of 2–5 yrs. 11/43 (26%) said 6–10 yrs., 1/43 (2%) said >10 yrs.

Community questionnaire

• All of the chiefs reported that Twi is the trade language.
• A majority of them said if a village meeting were to be held in Twi, the villagers

would understand and express themselves in Twi as well as in Sehwi.
• The chiefs of Kessekrom and Nsinsim reported that most of their subjects,

especially the MO and FO, cannot express themselves well in Twi.

Church questionnaire

(3.7) Do you think everybody understands when the Bible is read in Twi?   Y   N
If not everybody, who doesn't understand? MY MO FY FO

• A majority of the churches (15/21) responded Yes.
• 6/21 responded No.

Summary

Although a majority of the subjects report of a general speaking and comprehension
ability in Twi, some have problems with speaking and understanding Twi in various
domains as described above.

5.1.2.2 Aowin          Idv-Qst  (2.3, 2.4)

Speak Aowin? If no, understand Aowin?
Yes       No Yes         No

MY   2       12/14   8           4/12
MO   1         9/10   9           0/9
FY   2       12/14   9           3/12
FO   1         9/10   4           5/9

Total   6       42/48
12.5%

30         12/42

Figure 5. Reported ability to speak and understand Aowin.

• Idv-Qst (2.5) 9/46 (20%) said they understand proverbs in Aowin (2.6).
• 12/46 (26%) report that they understand overheard argument in Aowin.
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2–5 6–10 >10

MY(14)   4 1 3
M0(10)   3 2 1
FY(14)   4 1 0
F0(10)   3 4 1

Total 14 8 5 = 27
       Figure 6. Reported age at which children understand Aowin.

• 21/48 subjects said they do not know.

5.1.2.3 English

25/48 report speaking English. Of the 23 who do not speak it 20/23 report
understanding it, while 1FY does not understand. It seems to indicate the ability to
influence by formal education.

5.1.3 Language usage/vitality

5.1.3.1 Language use in various domains

MY
S    T    E    F

MO
S    T    E    F

FY
S    T    E    F

FO
S    T    E    F

parents 14 10 13    1 10    2
spouses   4   1   1   0   6   8
children   4   1   1   0   7 10
friends 14   5           3 10   2 14    1 10    1
neighbors 14   1   9   3 14 10
elders 14 10 14 10
work/field   7   6   4   9    1          2 10    1
clinic   4  12   2   8    1   5  11   1   3  10
lorry station   6  11   5   7   5  11   6    5
local market   4  12   5   6   6  11   7    4
big market   5  13   5   5   6  11   7    4

S = Sehwi; T = Twi; E = English; F = Fante

Figure 7. Language use in various domains.

• All the subjects use Sehwi with parents, spouse, children, friends, neighbours,
elders, at work/field.

• A few subjects, however, report using Twi and English in the above domains.
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• Twi or Sehwi or both are reported to be used at the clinic, lorry station, and in the
market where the population is often mixed.

5.1.3.2 Language use with other speakers

(3.2)
w/Twi speakers 48/48 use Twi.
w/Sanvi speakers 6/43 use Twi; 28/43 Sehwi; 9/43 Sanvi.
w/Aowin speakers 11/45 use Twi; 31/45 Sehwi; 3/45 Aowin.

(3.5) All the speakers 48/48 report the use of Sehwi by children when they play.
It is also reported that some children sing Twi songs as well.

Community questionnaire

The elders in Wiawso report that the Sehwi people love their language such that other
tribes who come to stay with Sehwi people tend to speak Sehwi. Sometimes they attach
Sehwi speakers to the government officials who come to the area so that anything they
say in Twi or English can be translated into Sehwi for the Sehwi people for better
understanding. Sehwi is reported to be used for the beating of gong-gong, meeting of
Sehwi chiefs, at the shrine, and for pouring of libation.

Church questionnaire

5.1.3.3 Language use in church context

(2.1) Twi (major language), some cases Fante (Catholic Church), English in A.G. and
Sehwi (except for Scripture reading)

(2.3) Twi, Fante, English, and Sehwi are reported to be used for baptism teaching,
confirmation, counseling, and church discipline.

5.1.3.4 Current use of Twi in the written register

(4.1)
• 13/21 churches responded that most of their members have their Bible.
• 1/21 said half.
• 7/21 said few.

Summary:
Sehwi, Twi, and sometimes Fante and English are used in various domains as would be
expected in a diglossic context, with Twi being used in more formal domains (and with
Twi people) and with Sehwi being used in more informal domains (and with other Sehwi
speakers). Children all learn Sehwi as their L1. Though many of them seem to learn Twi
before starting school, they use Sehwi while playing.
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There is no indication of a language shift. Sehwi is anticipated to be used in the future
as the first language of the Sehwi people.

5.1.4 Language attitudes Idv-Qst

5.1.4.1 Attitude towards spoken language—Twi and Sanvi.

(4.5) Do you think it is good to be able to understand and speak Twi, Sanvi? Why?
Twi: 46/48 said Yes. Sanvi: 42/48 said Yes. Their reasons: for traveling and
communication purposes. Those who responded negatively said Twi and Sanvi are not
their language.

(5.5) 47/48 responded that it would be good to write and read Sehwi with the reason
that it is their language. 1FY responded negatively.

Church Questionnaire.

5.1.4.2 Attitude towards the use of Sanvi Scriptures/written materials in Sanvi

(4.6) Do you know that the NT exists in Sanvi? Y  N

All the churches 21/21 responded No to this question.

(4.7)  Do you think that the congregation would prefer the Scriptures in Sanvi to the
Scriptures in F/T? Y  N     Why?

Most of the churches (19/21 churches) responded No to this question with the reasons
that:

• They want their own language, as they may not understand many things in Sanvi.
• They cannot pronounce Sanvi words well. Sanvi is not their language. The

Catholic Church in Wiawso said they would prefer Fante to Sanvi.
• 2 Anglican churches, one in Wiawso and the other in Kessekrom, responded Yes

with the reason that Sehwi and Sanvi are similar.

All the chiefs interviewed 6/6 and their elders, during the community questionnaire, said
their subjects will not be willing to learn to read and write or use existing literacy
materials in Sanvi with the reasons that:

• They are not lvorians.
• The use of Sanvi by children would make them lose their Sehwi language.
• Most of them said they need Sehwi and nothing else.

Idv-Qst. (5.8) If Sehwi will not be developed, which language would you prefer to be
literate in? T, F, Sv, Ao

- A majority of the subjects 34/47 (72%) said they would prefer Twi if Sehwi is not
developed.
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- Only 6/47 (13%) said they would prefer Sanvi.

5.1.4.3 Attitude towards Sehwi

(5.3) Do you think that Scripture translation into Sehwi would be good for the
congregation? Y  N    Why?

All the churches 21/21 responded Yes with reasons that:
It is their language, and they would understand it better.

(5.4) Do you think that the congregation as a whole would be interested in having the
Scriptures translated into Sehwi? Y  N     Why?

All the churches interviewed 21/21 responded Yes to this question with the  reasons
that:

• The indigenous people would be interested in it.
• It is the local language.
• They would understand it better.
• They will feel accepted and be very proud of it.

(5.5) Would you be interested in being a part of a multidenominational
translation/literacy project? Y  N

All the churches interviewed responded Yes to this question.

Idv-Qst (4.1) If a foreigner wants to learn Sehwi, where should he/she live?

Wiawso area: 47/48
• The language is purer here.
• It is not mixed with Twi.
• It is more populated, and the language is more advanced.
• Anhwiaso area has some strange lexical items.
• 1FY says she doesn't know.
• All the elders reported that Sehwi spoken in the Sehwi Wiawso area is better and

should be used for the development of the Sehwi language.

Summary: All subjects expressed a negative attitude towards the use of Sanvi
Scriptures and written materials in Sanvi.

• A majority have expressed a positive attitude towards the use of written materials
in Twi as an L2.

• All subjects have expressed a positive attitude towards the development of Sehwi.
• The preferred variety is the Sehwi spoken in the Sehwi Wiawso area.
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5.1.5 Literacy

5.1.5.1 Twi

READ WRITE

MY 11 10        /14
MO 10   9        /10
FY 10   8        /14
FO   5   3        /10

Total 36 30        /48

               Figure 8. Reported reading and writing ability in Twi.

5.1.5.2 Sanvi

No subjects report reading and writing ability in Sanvi.

5.1.5.3 English

34/48 and 33/48 subjects report reading and writing abilities respectively in English.

5.1.5.4 Sehwi

Only 14/48 said they have ever tried to write in Sehwi.
#2  (MY)  in Muoho—tried to make a signboard in Sehwi.
#45 (MO) in Kessekrom—tried to write a story in Sehwi.

• An interview with Mr. T. Y. Enin reveals that he has written the following:
• A set of school readers/primers (unpublished). Currently with Adwensa

Publication in Accra.
• Sehwi Dictionary (unpublished)
• Spelling Book as a standard for future translators (unpublished)
• Complete translation of the New Testament in Sehwi.

Twi is reported to be taught in the schools and also used by the Non-Formal Education
Department( NFED) in the Sehwi area. According to Mr. Isaac Edmund Ebu, media man
of the NFED and the Assembly man of Juabeso district, Twi is used for Sehwi speakers
and other Twi speakers in the district. Fante is used for Fante farmers and Akwapen Twi
for Akwapen farmers. The programme which started in 1990–1991 has about three
thousand to five thousand old learners. Women's ratio to that of men is about two to
one. As previously mentioned, the level of education of women is reported to be lower
than that of men, but according to him the high number of women is due to the fact that
many women do not have formal education so they feel this is the chance for them to
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learn how to read and write. They are also encouraged by women working in
development to register. He feels the Sehwi people will embrace literacy in Sehwi since
it is their language.

6 Summary and Conclusion

The three questions of this survey were:
(a) Is there a definite need for language development, particularly Scripture translation

in Sehwi?
(b) If there is a definite need, is there one variety of Sehwi which should be used as the

reference dialect?
(c) If there is a definite need, what type of program should be instituted?

Concerning the question of development, (a), it is important to note that a majority of the
subjects reported a high level of bilingual ability in Twi, based on the sociolinguistic
questionnaires. On the other hand, there were others who reported less comprehension
ability in Twi for specific activities requiring in-depth Twi ability such as witnessing at
court. Their bilingual ability seems not to be due to the study of Twi in school but rather
from contact with Twi speakers. Most children learn Twi even before they start school.
Twi is not only used as a trade language but also as a national language which
everyone should know. It is the language taught in both formal and nonformal
education. It is also the language used in the majority of the churches in the Sehwi area.
Apart from the Sehwi, most of the subjects prefer the use of Twi in both spoken and
written form to any other language. No RTT tests were carried out to document
individual claims for Twi comprehension, but experience has shown that test scores
often fall short of claims (see Ahanta Survey Report). It was also noted that government
officials often translate for public gatherings into Sehwi for a deeper understanding of
important information.

Sanvi is reported to be understood by the majority of the subjects. Most of them said
they would like to understand and speak it. However, all the subjects expressed
negative attitudes towards the use of the Sanvi Scriptures and other written materials in
Sanvi within the Sehwi community. To them it is an “Ivorian language” and they felt it
would corrupt their language and make them lose it eventually.

In considering the Sehwi language itself, we can conclude from the answers given by
the subjects that there is no language shift or replacement of Sehwi by Twi or any other
language in the Sehwi community. Sehwi, Twi, and sometimes Fante and English are
used in various domains as would be expected in a diglossic context with Twi being
used in more formal domains (and with Twi people) and Sehwi being used in more
informal domains (and with other Sehwi speakers). Children all learn Sehwi as their L1,
and they use Sehwi while playing.
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Sehwi is anticipated to be used  in the future as the first language of the Sehwi people.
The chief of Juabeso said: “Even in London Sehwi will be spoken to another Sehwi.
Therefore the language would never change.”

In addition to the positive attitude expressed by the subjects towards the development
of their language, there have been individual efforts to write Sehwi as already
mentioned. The complete translation of the New Testament into Sehwi as well as other
books (unpublished) by Mr. T. Y. Enin, and another report that Dr. Boadi, a Sehwi
currently at Ghana Baptist Seminary, Abuakwa-Kumasi, to have been working on a
similar project suggest that the Sehwi people really desire the Scriptures in their own
language.

The preference variety to be used for the development of this language would be the
Sehwi Wiawso variety.

Since the Ghana Bible Society (GBS) has also been involved in this survey, the
following questions come to mind in relation to the type of programme to be instituted:

(a) How can GILLBT and GBS cooperate to assist the Sehwi people in developing their
language?

(b) What is to be done with Mr. T. Y. Enin's New Testament translation scripts which are
currently in our possession?

(c) With such a keen community interest in Sehwi, is there any need for conducting an
RTT test as another method of determining bilingual ability in Twi?

7 Recommendations

Factors such as the positive local language attitudes in the Sehwi community, an
advanced level of alphabet development, and an abundance of drafted literature
suggest that the completion of a Bible translation project in Sehwi would be highly
viable.

Input would be needed at three levels:

(a) Alphabet stabilization input from a linguist would be needed to establish a consistent
alphabet, to check the dictionary of Mr. Enin, and to provide grammatical guidelines
for writers and translators. (SIL's Jonathan Burmeister has offered such help.)

(b) Consultant help for translators would be needed for checking Mr. Enin's New
Testament.

(c) Guidance would be needed in setting up a translation project support system for
fund raising and administrative planning to see the project through to a successful
end.
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For Point (a) GILLBT could contact an adviser to the Nzema GBS project, J. Burmeister,
for input as a linguist. Points (b) and (c) seem to be suited to the types of program GBS
administers.
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